Journalism internship

Overview
Location: Brussels, Belgium
Duration: 3 to 6 months
Working hours: flexible (full time, part time, project-based)
Type of job: Internship
Contact details: jobs@votewatcheurope.eu

Our mission
VoteWatch Europe is an international organisation, which was set up to provide a better
understanding of the trends in the European society and economy and how these are interlinked with the EU politics. We use visual content in the form of infographics, pictures and
videos to disseminate our findings.
We are looking for an enthusiastic team player to support our activities in the creation and
dissemination of audiovisual content on our areas of interest. We are asking for applications
from individuals motivated to be part of our dynamic and international team in the European
Quarter of Brussels.

Responsabilities
Conducting research on various subjects related to European Affairs/Politics
Summarizing information from the media and writing articles for our website – www.votewatch.eu
Monitor Social Media platforms in order to discover trends and also create content involving the
trends discovered, if it is relevant to our field
Assist the management team with proofreading and provide constructive feedback for our visual
materials (ads, flyers, brochures, infographics, etc.)
Disseminate our content on different platforms from online media

What we offer
Meaningful, tangible and immediate results of your work
First-hand professional experience
Friendly, international environment
Direct feedback and career tips from senior management
A great challenge and competitive advantage on the job market

Requirements
Undergraduate or graduate student
Feel comfortable taking initiative
Intermediate or advanced level of English
Professional experience is not a requirement, but it is a plus
Experience in video editing / post-production is a plus
Marketing minded (especially an affection for online marketing and specifically the
promotion and spread of videos online)
Contract & Environment:
Contract: Non-paid internship (depending on the applicant’s status, funding
may be available from various student programs, such as Erasmus+)
Multicultural environment: you will work within a young international team

How
•
•
•

to apply?
CV
Cover letter (should include examples of previous similar work, if any)
Submit your application to jobs@votewatcheurope.eu
Please note that due to the high number of applications, we are only able to
answer to those selected for an interview

